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USING MUSIC TO
BRING THE CROWDS
Music may soothe the savage beast, but it also apparently
brings people to Montgomery County. There are countless
ways to see musical performances in the county all year
long, and various municipalities, theaters, Main Street
organizations, and diehard fans make it a point to bring
musical performances to the county in many ways.

Several local communities
participate in an annual
“Make Music” day. On
June 21, the first day of
summer, musicians across
the Upper Perkiomen
Valley and Narberth
(and communities around
the country) celebrated
with free events and
concerts. At Make Music
Upper Perk, there were
an amazing 82 musical
acts including about 300
musicians and 136 sets in
20 locations at 5 towns
over 13 hours.
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“Make Music” happens each
year in the Upper Perk.

PRESERVING THE SOUNDS
OF YESTERDAY, TODAY
Performers & crowds come to the Philadelphia
Folk Festival each year from all over.

Although the Philadelphia Folksong Society puts on
concerts year-round, many locals are familiar with its
annual folk festival in Upper Salford Township. It’s the
oldest continually run outdoor music festival in the
country and celebrated its 58th anniversary this summer
with a stellar lineup. Many other municipalities host a
summer music series, from the Bryn Mawr Twilight
Concerts to Lansdale’s concerts at White’s Mill Park.

Montgomery County is full of unique collections and
treasures, many of which have homes in the downtown
areas across the county. From unique collections of
antique automobiles and tractors to historic sports
memorabilia, our downtowns are made for these sorts
of destinations. Preserving the past so it can be enjoyed by
future generations and also be made available for learning
and research is an amazing prospect for any organization.

Working on a keyboard repair at RetroLinear.

Many municipalities sponsor an outdoor concert series.
Concert at Providence Town Center.

Montgomery County is home to a unique musical
partnership between two forward-thinking companies:
RetroLinear, Inc. and the Electronic Music Education
and Preservation Project (EMEAPP). RetroLinear was
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founded by Tim Warneck. An educational background in
electrical engineering and a passion for music led to a
side business fixing old electronic musical instruments
such as keyboards and synthesizers. But then Steely Dan’s
management called in 2011 looking for someone who
could fix Donald Fagen’s Rhodes piano before a big tour.
RetroLinear rebuilt the piano from the inside out. From
this success, Tim took a chance and decided to launch
RetroLinear as a full time operation. Since setting up shop,
RetoLinear has gone on to work on equipment for artists
as varied as Norah Jones, Harry Connick Jr., Elvis Costello,
and Philadelphia’s own D.J. Jazzy Jeff and the War on Drugs.
While RetroLinear is fully equipped to fix the Casio
keyboard your family uses for piano practice, its future
focus is on creating innovative new components that keep
historical instruments—such as the Hammond, Wurlitzer,
and Rhodes keyboards that line its warehouse space
on the edge of North Wales—as vital pieces of today’s
musical acts.
Let’s go back to the
historical instruments for
a moment. RetroLinear has
an affiliation with another
Montgomery County
organization, EMEAPP.
EMEAPP, which stands
for the Electronic Music
Vintage amplifiers.
Education and Preservation
Project, is a relatively new
nonprofit organization with the mission “to preserve and
share the history, artists, sounds, equipment and technology of
electronic music, keeping it relevant and accessible for future
generations.” EMEAPP wouldn’t be possible without the
passion and vision of its founder,Vince Pupillo, Sr. Along
with several key staff members, including his son,Vince has
quietly assembled a vast collection of amplifiers, effects
pedals, guitars, synthesizers, and much more. Many of the
items in this collection are rare, prototypes, or literally
one-of-a-kind, making the process of figuring out how
these pieces work and what sounds can be coaxed out
of them nearly as exhilarating as the hunt for them in the
first place.
What’s the electronic music about which EMEAPP is
so enthusiastic? EMEAPP “considers all things that use
electricity to create, modify, record, store & reproduce
musical sound” to be electronic musical equipment,
which means there’s something for nearly everyone at

EMEAPP is home to many prototypes of the Moog synthesizer.

EMEAPP. EMEAPP’s collection, housed not too far from
the Kulpsville interchange of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, has
instruments that have a famous backstory and instruments
with no story at all. And RetroLinear (here’s where that
unique partnership comes in) helps keep much of this
equipment in working order (in addition to making some
of the instruments work at all).
So, what does one do with a warehouse full of electronic
instruments? That’s still a work in progress—a recording
studio is in the works, for starters. This would allow
musicians to come through to record new music and
experiment with new sounds. Education is also a major
part of EMEAPP’s mission. Sharing techniques, stories, and
training with interested individuals is part of what makes
EMEAPP so exciting. EMEAPP also allows for researchers
to gain new insights into the world of electronic music and
instruments. And with the power of the internet, posting
original content online for the world to see allows
EMEAPP to publicize its collection but also to document
the deep legacies of these instruments and equipment.
Montgomery County is lucky to have both of these
unique treasures within its borders. And although it’s
not open to the public, don’t be shy about checking
out EMEAPP’s online presence where there’s already a
lot to see.You can also learn more about RetroLinear
and EMEAPP on Facebook, Instagram (also here), and
YouTube (and here) as well. If you’d like to see some
of these instruments up close, check out the current
exhibition, Play it Loud, at New York City’s Metropolitan
Museum of Art. EMEAPP loaned several instruments from
its deep collection of Keith Emerson’s instruments and
memorabilia to the exhibition.

Check Out WHAT’S HAPPENING

The new visitor center is an asset to be enjoyed for years to come.
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If your favorite music sounds more like “chirp chirp”,
then get yourself over to the newly opened John James
Audubon Center for Art and Conservation at Mill Grove.
With exhibits aimed at visitors of all ages, this is a great
chance to view original Audubon prints up close as well as
enjoy the new outdoor amenities installed at the site. Visit
johnjames.audubon.org for more information.
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